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as ive said, gangnam blues is a fascinating movie. its an origin story of
sorts, and it feels like an origin story in that the movie starts out with a few
characters, then as it progresses, it fills in the blanks, and develops all the

various relationships that make up the main cast. its the classic korean
narrative model, and im-deoks screenplay and direction do a good job of
making the narrative feel like it is unfolding in real time. its almost like a

soap opera, with each of the characters getting their moment in the
spotlight. its hard to imagine that gangnam blues will fare any better than
the howling. however for a director who has lost his mojo a bit in the past,
and had a box office flop to his name, i certainly think that this time ha has

found the right formula. while he doesnt set out to remake anything in
particular, theres enough nods to old school korean gangster films to give

the movie some character. its also refreshing that instead of trying to
recreate the old gangster movies, he chooses to make a movie about the
present day, and themes that we can all relate to today. for example, the
main character roo (played by lee min-ho) grows up in an orphanage, and
was adopted by a wealthy woman who looks down on him, only to one day
realize that he is a son she never knew she had. the movie also contains a
great deal of dark humor, and a lot of it from the main characters and his
foul mouth. theres a scene when roo and his friend jiwon are smoking a

joint in a hotel room, and one of them asks the other who the president is.
the other answers with a slew of obscenities, with each word being more
vulgar than the previous one. its a well written scene, and part of what

makes the movie so fun to watch.
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